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T
he Serras Hotel is an elegant 5-star GL boutique hotel overlooking Port Vell Marina, Barcelona.

With a dipping pool and cocktail bar, live DJ weekend sessions and a Michelin-starred chef -

Marc Gascons - creating a selection of sharing plates and healthy food, it is the pure chill-out

location. Barceloneta’s beaches, the lively El Born district and Barcelona's most recognisable

landmarks are just a short walk away. Here, breezes blow off the Mediterranean into large rooms with balco-

nies that offer a front row seat to this trendy neighbourhood. Ideal for weekend breaks, business trips and

luxury holidays, it boasts a cool, trendy atmosphere, world class amenities and dedicated personal service for a

truly memorable hotel experience in the first studio of Pablo Picasso on vibrant Barrio Gótico where he painted

Ciencia y Caridad in 1897. The hotel's beautiful facade is the careful restoration of the original by architect

Francesc Daniel Molina, famed for the Plaça Reial. During the restoration process, archaeologists found part of

the dock of the city of Barcino dating from the 1st century; it remains underneath the hotel today. The 28 guest

rooms and suites boast a modern, chic urban feel. Designer Eva Martinez has created a light and airy atmosp-

here with rounded and ergonomically shaped furniture, while monochrome guest rooms equate the calmness of

public spaces, each commanded by oversized headboards fashioned from hydraulic tiles, panelled walls, ash

wood flooring and freestanding bathtubs. Each room has been carefully soundproofed to offer guests a genuine

hideaway overlooking the Mediterranean Sea or the inspiring Merce Street in the Gothic Quarter. All rooms

come with the latest state-of-the-art technology, a smart HD TV, wireless sound system and Malin & Goetz

amenities. On the first floor you will find the latest Life Fitness gymnasium featuring cardiovascular equipment

and a personal trainer. Le Nine Bar, which overlooks the lobby and restaurant, offers a relaxed atmosphere that

makes it perfect for a business meeting during the day, a drink before dinner or a social evening. From morning

coffee to a pre-dinner aperitif, with music and lighting that changes as the day turns to night, this bar will suit

your every mood and remains open 24 hours a day. The Serras has a beautiful rooftop overlooking the marina

with a cocktail pool and an informal bar, and serves drinks as well as a selection of sharing plates, including

tartares, salads and paellas.
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